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1.

Preface

This report is a part of the results from the third funding period of the Finnish national research project
”Smart Grids and Energy Markets”. The project has been funded by Tekes – the Finnish Funding Agency for
Technology and Innovation. This document is based on the work, which was done in SGEM Task 4.6.5 by
Empower IM Oy in co-operation with multiple SGEM partners during the third funding period.
The main goal for the SGEM Task 4.6.5 was especially to study the utilization process of demand response
from the electricity supplier’s point of view and to identify the required information management and
information exchange operations which are needed to achieve a certain demand response effect based on
the recognized need by using the available load control infrastructures. Also, real system implementations
were carried through with SGEM-partners to build an information exchange environment for the validation
work of the developed processes.
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2.

Introduction

Improvement in the possibilities to utilize demand response, especially among the electricity consumers
which are smaller than industrial consumers, has been recognized as one effective solution to increase
flexibility in the consumption side of the power system. Naturally, the improvement is desirable also among
the large electricity consumers, but they already have good possibilities to utilize demand response in order
to optimize the energy procurement costs. This issue becomes growingly relevant as new renewable energy
production is installed into the power system as it is profitable to produce energy always when the weather
conditions allow it, resulting that energy consumption needs to be more flexible and use energy at times
when it is best available.
The possibilities to increase demand response in the power system have been studied by multiple working
groups over the past years, but now the current smart meter roll-outs will remove some of the most
significant barriers for the demand response utilization as it will be possible to get hourly consumption data
also from the small and medium sized energy consumers and for example the balance settlement can be
done on an hourly based fashion. This makes it possible to register hourly level consumption changes, which
has been previously identified as a major obstacle for demand response utilization.
Also, the needs and interests to utilize AMR infrastructures for new kind of functionalities will continuously
increase as the most important operations to receive and handle the hourly measurement data have been
secured. The AMR meters already provide opportunities to utilize the more accurate consumption data and
the two-way communication channel in almost every operational process of a DSO. Demand response
related functions are also among the functions which could be implemented with AMR technology. Also,
different types of home automation devices are becoming growingly more in common and they can also
provide opportunities to execute demand response operations, even in a more comprehensive fashion, if this
technology is effectively integrated with the electricity market processes. If a market actor like an electricity
supplier would want to utilize the demand response opportunities of the small and medium size energy
consumers they would need to be able to handle geographically widespread loads, which are located in
various network areas and can have diverse load control equipment that can be operated e.g. by the local
DSOs. Therefore, effective information management related to the demand response customer portfolio is
required as well as the information exchange solutions to be able to communicate the demand response
requests. Still, it must be taken into consideration that also the contract and product structures between
electricity suppliers and end consumers must be developed to support demand response operations.
Currently there are many challenges in demand response promotion e.g. cost/profit allocation between the
actors, common ground rules for demand response utilization and increasing consumer awareness around
demand response related issues. This report will concentrate on the issues of which kind of information
management and information exchange is required in the different phases of the overall demand response
utilization process. Once these issues can be provided with an answer, it is possible to a company which is
planning to develop processes to utilize demand response to acquire information about the requirements
and on the other hand, this same information benefits also companies which are be planning to provide
technology solutions to enable the implementation of load control actions.
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The previous report (D4.6.16 Verified solution description) from the SGEM Task 4.6.5 described the
utilization of demand response from the electricity supplier’s point of view by providing the basic principles
of how demand response utilization can be connected to the electricity supplier’s business processes. It also
introduced a concept of demand response service, which means that demand response utilization would be
provided for the electricity supplier by the service provider which has the required functionalities for the
information management and information exchange, thus providing a possibility to interact with the
different metering points and the loads/production which can be used in demand response operations.
In this report, the operational environment including the demand response service is introduced in a more
detailed fashion, by walking through some example processes based on the demand response utilization in
different electricity market levels. These kinds of processes require new kind of information structures for
the information exchange. This need is easy to understand by examining the process descriptions of this
report. Therefore, the basic information structure for the information exchange was also developed during
the SGEM funding period and is introduced after the demand response process descriptions.
During the SGEM funding period, Empower IM Oy also held regular internal and external workshops as well
as meetings with the potential pilot partners, also among the companies outside the SGEM-consortium, to
establish validation system environments for the identified processes and information structures. This work
enabled to establish partners for the piloting work related to demand response. Some of the pilot cases led
to actual testing, while some of the pilot plans were not fully implemented as planned or re-scheduled to a
later date. The validation environments are also introduced in this report.
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3.

Demand response exploitation via service based system environment

There already exist wholesale electricity market products and processes which enable the utilization of
demand response as a part of overall electricity purchase, thus enabling to optimize the total cost of energy.
Currently, these possibilities are mostly used by large industrial sector energy consumers, as they have large
loads which can be also effectively adjusted based on the situation on the electricity market. These processes
are generally in the development phase when considering SMEs and especially private households. Single
loads are commonly too small and the cost for the required load control equipment is too high compared to
the potential benefits, but by creating processes to control these small units as aggregated groups, the
potential benefits of demand response can be increased. SMEs or private households could benefit directly
by using the electricity during the cheapest hours, determined by the dynamic electricity tariffs or by
allowing for example an electricity supplier to steer the loads, which would enable to receive monetary
compensations from them. When considering SMEs, the nature of the overall production processes
ultimately define that in what limits they can be interrupted to enable to benefit from the energy cost point
of view.
SGEM Task 4.6.5 concentrated on the case where the scattered loads would be utilized by the electricity
suppliers. While DR utilization from the other perspectives is also studied inside SGEM, it would seem that
the current opinion is that the DSOs do not have strong incentives towards load control during regular
distribution situation. The exceptional situations are different, as then the direct orders can be sent by the
TSO to the DSOs to limit the power consumption momentarily and in this case the additional load control
capabilities could be utilized.
Electricity suppliers aim at purchasing electric energy with lowest possible costs by using the possibilities and
products of derivative market, day-ahead and intraday markets and the OTC trade. Furthermore, the electric
energy is then sold to the end users with the price which is based on the overall procurement costs and the
profit margin which is based on the strategy of the company. Therefore, the role of demand response would
be to provide an additional tool to be successful in this optimization process as well as to enable the
development of new types of products. Later in this document demand response utilization means the
utilization of the loads of SMEs or private household customers as an aggregated whole.
Additionally, electricity suppliers must contribute for maintaining a balance between consumption and the
production on a national level by maintaining a balance between its own electricity procurements and sales.
Demand response can provide a tool which can be utilized to not only purchase the electricity when it is
cheapest, but also to maintain a planned and established equilibrium in the electricity supplier’s electricity
balance. This can be done by utilizing the demand response in the different market levels, by using different
products of the electricity market.
There are different options for the electricity supplier to arrange the required balance responsibility chains,
while they can also decide on which market levels the supplier wants to be active and what kind of electricity
market products should be used to achieve the goals which have been set for the business operations.
Therefore, also the possibilities to combine possible demand response operations to the overall market
operations greatly vary between the electricity suppliers.
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The utilization of demand response requires especially comprehensive information management as well as
information exchange with other market actors and with the systems/equipment which are used to
implement the planned load control actions. Information about the electrical loads and their load steering
opportunities is needed, while the load control actions affect also the operation of other market actors and
therefore the information exchange related to DR is needed. It is possible that the electricity suppliers would
arrange the required information exchange and implement the required functionalities into their own
information systems. Still, the service based approach would potentially allow implementing and operating
the additional functionalities in a more cost-efficient way. In this case the information exchange connections
and interfaces towards the load control infrastructures would be handled by the DR service provider, while it
would provide a single communication interface for the electricity supplier. Thus, the DR service provider
would maintain the information exchange interfaces towards other required market actors, by also taking
care of the possible changes in the interfaces and in the load control infrastructures, which can be based on
the DSOs’ AMR infrastructures, if the DSO is offering a chance to utilize it, or on various home automation
solutions and possible systems which would provide an aggregated communication channel to them.
Empower IM Oy studied comprehensively the possibility that the DR service would communicate directly
with the DSO’s AMR reading system/AMR meters. In this case, the DSO would not have the systems which
would be required to be able to communicate with the external companies related to DR. This capability
would be needed in order to be able to provide the DSO’s load control capabilities for the other market
actors to be utilized. Therefore, the idea was that the DR service could provide the DR control capabilities for
the DSOs as a service. Still, this proved out to become a notably complex solution and the responsibilities
between the different parties would be challenging to be established. Additionally, the majority of the DSOs
would probably not be willing to allow external parties to communicate directly with their metering devices.
Therefore the focus of the development work was to be able to communicate with the DSO’s communication
interface, while the DSO would handle the communication of the DR implementations inside its own system
infrastructure and to the AMR meters.
In order to handle demand response related operations and being able to utilize it in a way which can bring
true value, one must be capable of handling significant amount of different information. As previously
mentioned, information about controllable loads is required. This information needs to be comprehensive
enough to be able to forecast the timely capacity of it as well as the load behavior after a load control action.
The end customers will set boundary conditions for the demand response operations which can be based for
example on the minimum required temperature in the customer premises as well as on the maximum
number of load control actions over a pre-defined time period. It is possible, although not likely, that the
DSOs would also set some boundaries for DR implementations. This kind of information is needed in order to
be able to estimate the usability of demand response during a certain electricity market situation, which
potentially would enable to profit from demand response utilization. This leads to a probably one of the most
important challenges related to demand response utilization: how this required information can be collected
from the end customer premises in a cost efficient way? This is currently a widely discussed issue and there
are already some alternatives provided. The utilization of energy audits is an example of these. This would
mean that the potential for DR utilization could be evaluated during an energy audit and during this event
the customer could be guided to take contact with an electricity supplier which could be interested about the
possibilities.
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Basically, the interface and allocation of the required functionalities between the electricity supplier and the
DR service would be required to be flexible. The needs and possibilities will greatly vary case by case,
depending for example in which market levels the electricity supplier is operating and what kind of
functionalities it is willing to produce by itself. The outcome of the development work during the SGEM
funding period was that in a most simple case the role of the DR service would be to disseminate the load
control messages to the load control infrastructures and to provide message conversions if needed. This
would require that the electricity suppliers would be able to do the rest by their own information systems.
Practically all the required functionalities could be also done in the DR service which would allow the
electricity supplier to focus on determining the strategy for DR utilization and communicating the demand
response needs for the DR service. Some of the most significant functionalities are to be capable of
forecasting the long-term and short-term DR capacity, forecasting the effects of planned DR actions (also on
the following hours) and calculating the cost of different planned DR operations. Long-term forecasts could
be utilized when designing the hedging levels, while short-term forecasts provide the information about the
DR usability on the day-ahead and intraday markets, closer to an actual delivery hour.
In order to provide a more illustrative view about demand response as a service based solution, this chapter
introduces some example cases of DR service functionalities where the electricity supplier is utilizing demand
response in different market situations and, on the other hand, on the different market levels. This kind of
operation requires new type of information about the consumption places as well as handling of new type of
information related to demand response information exchange between different market actors. Different
kind of information is required to be able to forecast the effects of utilizing demand response and to inform
the different actors about the planned actions. One example of this would be the DSOs, as they could need
information about the planned demand response actions in their electricity network area as it could affect
the network stability when the actions would be done on a large scale. This chapter deals with the demand
response processes as the information structures and the information exchange are discussed more in detail
in the following chapter 4.
In order to utilize demand response there is a need for different types of functionalities related to the
management of demand response customer portfolio. Some of the most important operations are for
example forecasting, management of the information about the customers which have a demand response
contract, creating demand response messages and communicating them via information exchange to the
other actors and load control systems, which implement the actual load controls. In addition, reporting and
monitoring functionalities are also required to be able to follow the profitability of the demand response
operations.
In this report these operations are divided to the different actors. DSO’s AMR infrastructure and home
automation devices (HEMS) are regarded as the systems which have a role of implementing the demand
response requests from the DR service. Demand response service can be regarded as a system layer between
the electricity suppliers and load control infrastructures. It provides the electricity supplier with a possibility
to handle the demand response capacity located in the different DSO networks as well as behind different
HEMS systems. It also provides tools for managing the information related to the demand response
customers as well as for the monitoring. The electricity supplier is operating on the electricity markets,
running its core business processes and combines these operations with the new opportunities provided by
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demand response. The allocation of the operations between the electricity supplier and the DR service is
flexible as some of the operations could be handled by either of them. This is also the case in the present
electricity market environment where electricity supplier utilizes service providers to run some of the
operations related to the electricity trading business or the supporting functions, like providing the market
price forecasts.

3.1.

Example case of DR utilization in day-ahead trading

The day-ahead operations are actions which are done one day prior to the day of actual energy delivery. The
goal is to determine a short-term consumption forecast of overall electricity consumption of the whole
customer portfolio as accurately as possible and then purchase the part of the energy which has not been
acquired by bilateral contracts with the electricity producers or by own production. Also, the electrical
energy which has been hedged with the products of the derivative market based on long-term consumption
forecasts is purchased from the electricity market, as the monetary settlement of these products is made
based on the market price of electricity and the agreed price for the derivative product.
An example process chart of the demand response process related to day-ahead operations is introduced as
an Appendix 1. In this example case, a DSO has an AMR infrastructure which is capable of receiving load
control request from an external source and can also implement the requested load controls with AMR
meters. Additionally, the DSO is capable of sending response messages back to the external source in order
to indicate the feasibility of the requested load controls. Furthermore, the DR service is a system where the
required information about the electricity supplier’s customers which have a demand response contract is
stored. The DR service needs information about the loads which can be exposed to the load control
operations and the load profiles, which are needed to be able to forecast the load responses to load control
requests. Also, information about the contract type between the customer and the electricity supplier is
required. This contract defines the agreements considering the load control utilization and for example the
monetary compensation levels as well as the principles of how the compensations are calculated. This
information can set some boundary conditions for the load control operations by for example defining a
maximum amount of load control operations during a certain time period. This means that once this limit has
been reached, consumer’s loads cannot longer be exposed to DR during the time period in question. The
information about the compensation methods is needed to be able to evaluate the viability to utilize load
control operations in different market situations by comparing the expected benefits of the load control with
the estimated cost for the load controls. The contract types were studied in the SGEM Task 4.6.3 during the
third funding period.
The DR service provider is also responsible for the information exchange connections to the load control
systems (e.g. DSOs) and has applications to create load control messages and to deliver them to the load
control systems by using the required information format. In this example case the traditional operations
related to the day-ahead trading, such as information exchange with the market place, are allocated to the
electricity supplier to simplify the process chart, even if some of those operations could be operated by an
additional service provider. The DR service can also provide reports for the electricity supplier, which indicate
the realization of requested load controls and estimated effects of the requests. These functionalities are
highly dependent on the response information, which is possible to be received from the systems which
implement the load control operations.
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The process starts as the electricity supplier delivers the forecast of the market price of electricity for the
coming day. This price forecast can be regarded as the supplier’s current opinion of the coming market price
levels i.e. the expected procurement costs. Therefore this price forecast is a basis for the operation in the
day-ahead market. The DR service receives this information to be utilized later in the next phase of the
process.
The electricity supplier could have previously used the long-term forecast about the demand response
capacity when the hedging levels were determined and the decision of how the demand response capacity
should be used could have been made during this phase. The utilization of demand response in day-ahead
operations cannot conflict with these previously made decisions. Therefore, the DR service calculates the
energy need of the loads which are still available and could be used in day-ahead DR operations. Naturally, it
is also possible that all of the demand response capacity can be used in day-ahead operations. The algorithm
which is used for energy need estimation is different for different load types. When considering the electric
heating, it must be forecasted that how much energy is needed during the forthcoming day, to keep e.g. the
temperature in the households between the agreed limits. As a result, amount of required hours for heating
is calculated.
The price forecast which was received from the electricity supplier is now used to allocate the required
electric energy to the cheapest hours. Next, the DR service determines the consumption forecast for the
coming day, which includes the effect of planned DR operations. At this point, also the cost estimation for
the planned demand response actions is calculated. The monetary compensations can be volume-based or
they can be included into the retail prices. Therefore, in a case of volume-based compensations, DR service
provides the cost information for the electricity supplier together with the consumption forecast. This allows
the electricity supplier to evaluate whether the estimated benefits from DR utilization are greater than the
expected costs for the DR utilization. It must be noticed that especially if the end customer compensations
are fixed compensations regardless of the number or volume of the DR operations, all the available demand
response capacity should be always utilized in the day-ahead trading phase, because the compensations are
activated either way.
The electricity supplier receives the consumption forecast from the DR service and determines the day-ahead
order which is delivered to the market place. In the future it can be possible that the end consumer’s
consumption forecast before the day-ahead trade could be regarded as a billing component, as the electricity
supplier operates in the day-ahead market based on this information. Therefore, if the end customer’s
actions differ significantly from the forecasted actions, it can cause balance problems for the supplier. Once
the market is closed and the day-ahead sell-/purchase-orders have been settled, the electricity supplier
receives the information about the day-ahead electricity prices and the actualized offers. This defines the
electricity supplier’s day-ahead balance position and forms a base for the intraday operations and balance
management. It is also possible that in this phase demand response utilization should be adjusted from the
original plans, but this will be covered in the coming chapter which introduces the intraday operation.
Current wholesale market place for the Nordic countries already provide some products i.e. price stairs or
flexible hourly offer, which enable the utilization of demand response but it can be expected that more of
this kind of products will be developed and implemented in the future.
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The DR service has already determined the metering points or load control groups which are needed to
achieve the planned effect of the demand response utilization. The required customers can be located on
different network areas and can use different load steering devices. Therefore once the overall load control
group is determined it is separated to form groups belonging to a certain DSO area or potentially based on a
type of a receiving HEMS system. The process chart covers the case with the DSOs, but it must be noticed
that there can be multiple receiving DSOs or for example HEMS systems. The DR service forms the load
control messages and runs the required conversions to match the information structures which can be
received by the DSOs. Finally, the load control messages are delivered to the corresponding DSOs.
The DSO receives the load control message. At this point the DSO reviews the structure of the message and
also utilizes the information within the message to verify that the planned demand response operations will
not cause any inconveniences from the network stability point of view. Currently the distribution networks
are commonly planned strongly and in most of the cases there would most likely be no need to refuse to
implement the demand response requests as they are communicated. Furthermore, by adding some minor
randomness to the load control commands, it is most likely possible to avoid the biggest power peaks. This
issue came up also during the discussions with the DSO representatives in the SGEM consortium during the
third funding period. Still, the situation can change in the future, for example if there is a lot of micro
production in the distribution network, when the network stability could be more challenging to be secured.
According to the DSO representative, the functionalities for this kind of reviewing could be for example part
of the DMS (Distribution Management System) in the future. This system already provides diverse tools for
analyzing the different dynamic situations in the network by combining the information from the network
information system and SCADA.
If the requested load controls are implementable from the network stability point of view and the request
message does not contain any structural errors, DSO delivers a positive response message back to the DR
service and disseminates the load control commands to the corresponding AMR systems. AMR reading
systems transform the load control message into a form that can be sent to single smart metering devices.
Once e.g. the steering calendar has been received by the smart meter, the loads behind the relays will be
controlled based on the calendar during the steering period i.e. following day.
On the other hand, if the requested load controls cannot be implemented, a negative response message is
sent to the DR service. The DR service can evaluate whether some adjustment could be made, or is there still
some available demand response capacity which has not already been used. Also, the electricity supplier can
set instructions for the DR service that in what limits the adjustments can be made. This leads to a one
significant issue which needs to be solved in the future. DSOs need to be neutral towards electricity suppliers
and therefore the load control requests from a certain supplier cannot be handled with a higher priority than
the requests from the other suppliers. The question is that how the DSO will handle the situation when load
control requests have arrived from multiple suppliers and all of them cannot be implemented?
Once the DR service has received all of the response messages from the DSOs and/or HEMS aggregators it
compiles the response information to be sent back to the electricity supplier which is utilizing the load
controls. The electricity supplier receives the response message which indicates how well the requested load
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controls are planned to be implemented by the steering systems. This information provides additional
information to be used in balance management before the actual delivery hour.
The process ends once the load steering period has been passed and the possible load control operations
have been made. The DSO delivers the hourly consumption data to the electricity supplier, which ultimately
indicates the actualized consumption of the customers, thus enabling to also estimate the effect of demand
response operations.

3.2.

Example case of DR utilization in intraday operation

While it is commonly most profitable and risk-free for the electricity supplier to purchase most of the
electricity from the day-ahead market, usually some actions are required to be done closer to the actual hour
of delivery. This is because the day-ahead trade is done in the previous day, based on the forecasts and
assumptions which were made at that time. Some unexpected changes can occur for example in the
weather, which cause the consumption forecasts to become partly invalid. The process of attempting to keep
the planned balance between the electricity sales and the procurements is called as a balance management.
Intraday market place provides an opportunity to sell or purchase energy to correct the possible occurring
imbalance situation in the electricity balance. Demand response can be seen as an additional tool for the
balance management as it can provide an opportunity to correct the balance difference in some of the cases
e.g. when the consumption is higher than expected. On the other hand, demand response can also provide
an opportunity for additional trading, once the demand response can be utilized in order to make a selling
bid on the intraday market. Generally, the electricity supplier needs to compare the different available
possibilities and their estimated costs with the expected outcomes to choose the most profitable alternative
to be implemented and further, to maintain a balance between the electricity sales and procurement.
The example demand response process related to the balance management is introduced as an Appendix 2.
Similarly with the day-ahead trading the basis for demand response utilization comes from the forecasts of
the demand response capacity. The forecasts for this purpose are made for the nearer future than with the
day-ahead trading and therefore they are also potentially more reliable. In this example case it is proposed
that the DR service would provide the forecast based on an arriving request from the electricity supplier. It
must be noticed, that once electricity supplier is planning to use demand response to preserve balance e.g.
on certain hours, the effects of the demand response action must be taken into the consideration also with
the forthcoming hours. Therefore, the forecast of demand response effects must include the overall effect.
Also, the cost estimate for the demand response utilization is needed.
In this process chart, balance management means that the electricity supplier has the tools to actively
monitor its balance position. Once a potential imbalance on the coming hours is recognized the possible
alternatives to correct the situation are needed to be compared. When the imbalance situation could be
avoided by reducing the consumption, there could be a chance to do this by utilizing demand response.
Another alternative would be to use intraday trade to correct the balance difference. Now, the electricity
supplier needs to compare the profitability between the intraday trade and the demand response action.
Intraday trade can be allocated to a specific hour, but it must be noticed that with the demand response the
effect of using it needs to be allocated also to the following hours. This is because demand response cannot
be handled as a reduction of consumption but only as timely re-allocation.
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If the intraday trade is regarded as the most profitable option to be utilized, intraday trading process starts.
The intraday trading process is not explained here in great detail. It is enough to understand that the intraday
exchange is a continuous market place where market actors can place sell and purchase bids. Once the
corresponding sell and purchase bids are established, intraday trade will be closed between the parties.
Successful intraday trade can greatly reduce the balance difference which will be calculated in the balance
settlement process.
Sometimes the threatening balance difference situation for the coming hours can be hourly allocated so that
demand response could be utilized to correct the situation. Additionally, this requires that the demand
response utilization has been noticed to be the most profitable option and that the overall effects of the
demand response actions are suitable for the forecasted situation also when considering the later hours.
Once the electricity supplier has communicated the demand response need to the DR service, the process
flows rather similarly than with the day-ahead trading. Still, it must be noticed that the communication
between the parties must be done within a smaller time frame as the operation is done closer to the delivery
hour. There can be situations where the load control command would have been already sent to a certain
metering point and now a new, different kind of command would be sent. Basically, the commands which
are sent closer to the delivery hour, would need to be sent with a higher priority and thus they would replace
the previously sent commands. The loop closes as the response messages arrives from the DR service to the
electricity retailer. The response information will be again utilized in the balance management. Sometimes
more actions could be needed for example if the requested load control actions could not be implemented.
Sometimes possibilities to utilize demand response in intraday trading can occur outside the actual balance
management. If the intraday prices are high, there can be lucrative selling opportunities. The idea is that if
the selling bid actualizes the demand response is used to release a corresponding amount of energy in the
electricity balance. This kind of operation requires that the electricity supplier needs to have a certainty of
that the required demand response is implementable if the intraday offer goes through. Again, also the
effects of demand response on the following hours must be taken into consideration.
If the balance difference cannot be economically corrected by using elbas trade or demand response the
process ends to balance settlement which is done after the delivery hour when the actual hourly
measurement data is available and delivered to the market actors.
As with the demand response process related to the day-ahead trading the response information from the
load steering systems can be used for various monitoring and reporting activities. The nature of these
activities are highly dependent on the needs of the electricity supplier and the response information what is
possible to acquire from the load steering systems, in this case from the DSOs and HEMS aggregator systems.
Reporting can include for example the monitoring of the success rates of the requested demand response
operations as well as the response times of different systems, which can affect the usability of the demand
response for example on the balance management purposes.

3.3.

Example case of DR utilization with HEMS as a load control equipment

DSOs’ AMR infrastructures are one potential alternative to be used to implement the actual load control
operations. This would also give more value for the ARM meters, which are currently being installed mainly
to be able to use hourly consumption data for more accurate billing and also to provide this to the end
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customers. Different HEMS devices can provide a potential alternative especially in the future. In this
chapter, one possible demand response process is introduced where electricity supplier is utilizing demand
response as the HEMS system is used to implement the actual load control requests. The idea is that once
the DSO is no longer implementing the load control operations by itself, it can send information about the
possible requirements for the demand response operations, which must be taken into the consideration
while planning the demand response actions in the DSO’s network area.
An example process of demand response utilization related to day-ahead trading and balance management
by using HEMS is introduced as an Appendix 3. Similarly with the processes which were introduced in the
previous chapters, the electricity supplier delivers a day-ahead price forecast to the DR service. The DR
service receives this information and has also acquired weather forecasts for different geographical areas.
Now, the DR service delivers the price forecast and local weather forecasts to the corresponding HEMS units.
HEMS units also receive additional information from the DSOs and consumers. The end consumers can use
the provided UI to provide input about the possible conditions which could have a significant effect on the
energy usage in the near future. For example if the end consumer is not home for couple of days, it means
that the energy need during that time is limited. Other examples of this kind of information could be for
example the planned usage of fireplace or the usage of electric sauna.
Additionally, the DSO can send information about the issues related e.g. to power based distribution tariffs
or network stability, which can set some limitations for load control operations. The idea is that once the DR
service already has a communication channel to the HEMS units, DSOs can utilize this same channel to
deliver the information to the HEMS units through the DR service. It is possible that DSOs would
communicate e.g. some requirements to include some randomness into the load control requests. This
would help to prevent the problems which would be potentially caused by a large amount of simultaneous
load control actions.
Next, based on received information and by taking into consideration the additional information from the
end consumers and DSOs, HEMS unit determines a consumption forecast and sends this to the DR service.
This requires complex calculation process, which can include also e.g. maximizing the local use of small-scale
production in the consumption place, which affects also the consumption forecast and therefore must be
taken into consideration. The DR service aggregates single consumption forecasts which were received from
the HEMS units and delivers the aggregated consumption forecast to the electricity supplier. The electricity
supplier takes this information into consideration when it determines the day-ahead trading offers.
HEMS units control single loads and therefore they have access to detailed information about the overall
electricity consumption in the metering point and what kind of loads are included to the overall energy
consumption as opposed to AMR meters which are currently used to monitor only the overall consumption
of the metering point, including all the loads. This feature should be exploited. Therefore, as illustrated in the
process chart, the delivery of the updated consumption forecasts and the aggregated delivery of them from
the DR service to the electricity supplier could be a continuous operation. The update frequency would be
determined based on the electricity supplier’s needs, while also the data transfer volumes should be kept at
reasonable level. Therefore, the role of HEMS would be to keep the electricity supplier informed about the
current situation in the consumer premises. One recognized use case was that the HEMS units would send
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signals during the storms or other major disturbances about the consumers which are without electricity,
which would allow the electricity supplier to utilize this information in balance management. Naturally this
would require that the HEMS unit would have a backup power supply and the communication connections
operating. As mentioned, one of the challenges in this kind of operation model is the substantial amount of
data which needs to be sent, when considering a large number of end consumers such as 50 000.
Especially in the near future, HEMS devices can provide more diverse data related to demand response
operations and about the loads which are utilized in the demand response operation compared to AMR
meters. Therefore, a HEMS aggregator can provide comprehensive offering of additional system interfaces to
acquire e.g. different kind of analysis based on the data which have been produced during the demand
response operations. Also the actual load control operations can be more versatile, including more complex
operations than which can be executed with the AMR meters.
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4.

Information structure for load control messaging with different load
control infrastructures

The electricity retail market would not function as effectively as it currently does without fluent information
exchange between the market actors and automated market processes. Due to great volume of data
exchange it is required that most of the operations are highly automated, requiring only small amount of
manual work. Information exchange is used to exchange different kind if important information e.g. related
to the beginning of electricity delivery to a new consumption place or related to energy consumption. This
information is delivered between the market actors by mostly using the standardized information structures,
designed for this purpose. Currently the messages are based on the EDIEL format, which defines the
structure of for example a message for the delivery of hourly consumption data. Data transfer between the
market actors is currently done by using information exchange operators. Due to this, all the market
participants have not been required to build connections between each other.
The demand response operations always affect multiple market actors. When a DSO, electricity supplier or
consumer actively carries out such operations it always has an effect also to the operation of the remaining
parties. Therefore, it is justified to propose that the demand response actions always require information
exchange between the market actors, regardless of who is the actor which is actively utilizing demand
response operations. Currently there is no standardized way to communicate the information which is
needed about the customers and the loads which could be utilized in demand response operation. Similarly,
there are no standardized structures for communicating the actual load control request to the load control
systems and for receiving the corresponding responses. Both of these issues were substantially highlighted
during the work which was done in the third funding period of SGEM in Task 4.6.5. Also, in the processes
which were introduced in the previous chapter, this kind of new message structure would be needed
between the actors and this was also referenced with “New message type”- note. At least with the first
market wide demand response solutions, it would be beneficial if the DR related information exchange
would utilize the information exchange solutions which are already implemented and therefore the DR
related additional functionalities would be built on top of the existing infrastructures.
This chapter discusses about the information exchange related to demand response and especially what kind
of requirements related to it have been recognized. These issues also form a basis for the piloting work which
was started during this funding period and will continue as a demonstrator work in the fourth funding period.
Also, Empower IM Oy together with the SGEM partners developed a general load control message structure
which can be used as a basis for the communication between the different market actors related to the load
control operations as well as micro production steering. This message structure is also introduced in this
chapter and the different elements of it are explained.
The message structure is a general XML based information structure for the information exchange of
information related to the customers with the demand response contract and for the information exchange
of load control requests and responses for the requests. The idea is that the general message structure can
be applied for a communication between various load control systems by using the required parts of the
overall message structure. The following principles were established as a framework for the development
work:
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-

The same information structure should be possible to be utilized when controlling loads or smallscale production.

-

A load control message and a response message could share the same information structure. This
would make the response operation more fluent. The receiver of the load control message could use
the message as a basis for the response message. This would mean that the receiver would just add
the response information to the message structures and send it as the response message back to the
sender.

-

The information structure should include response elements in the different levels of the message.
Therefore, the different kind of systems could give response information with the accuracy that is
possible for them. There would be a higher response level which would be mandatory, while the
lower level response information would be voluntary. In practice, this would mean that some of the
systems would only provide general information that whether the system received a message while
other systems can provide information even about the single loads including the information that
whether the load control is currently possible.

Pre-defined information structures are also required for the maintenance of the demand response customer
portfolio. These would be utilized with the operations which are used to update the information about the
metering points which are used by the DR service. In the message structure this data is named as
“MasterData”. This data includes information about the loads which can be used in demand response as well
as the information about the possible agreements between the electricity supplier and the customer on how
the loads can be used. Also issues like consumers’ power based distribution tariffs may have an effect on the
demand response operability in the future.
It is possible that at first, most of the load control request are delivered with state information (on/off) and
this is also the main use case for the message structure, but there is also reservation for dynamic load
controls by using relative or absolute power decrease/increase. Typically state information based load
control request are sent periodically e.g. for the coming day. Also, more flexible load control requests require
some additional automation device. The information structure of this document enables to use also instant
load control commands, but the further development work will be done to improve the usability of it for this
purpose.
The following figure provides an overview of the message structure by introducing the different elements
and the parameters inside the elements. The numeric indications above the elements determine how many
times a certain element can occur inside a single message. “DocumentInfo” and “Header” elements are
always mandatory as they include the basic information about the message, including the identification
information and the information about the sender and the receiver of the message. The usage of rest of the
elements is dependent on the use of the message. Each element and the parameters inside the elements are
explained later in this chapter. Also, after each element there is an example message which provides more in
detailed view on the message structure.
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Figure 1. Message hierarchy for the load control message structure
Schedule- element is used to deliver a load control request for a single load control target. The target is
identified by the identifier for the load control group (ServiceDeliverGroup) or by listing the required
metering points in the ServiceDeliveryPoints- element.
There is a place for response information in the different levels of the message (ReplyCode/ReplyInfo), which
enables the receiver of the load control request to deliver detailed response information about the possible
problems which occurred during the process. Message level response information and load control group
level response information are mandatory response information elements. These indicate whether the load
control request was accepted or rejected and further, if the request was partly accepted or partly rejected.
More in detailed response information is always preferable, if the system can provide it.
In order to direct the correct response information to the corresponding request and to track the past load
control operations the following reference data is used:
-

Header/MessageID

-

Header/CorrelationID

-

Schedule/ScheduleID
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-

Schedule/Commands/Identifier

First one of these uniquely identifies each sent message. Therefore e.g. load control request and
corresponding load control response does not share the same MessageID. Rest of the listed reference data is
used in a way that the sender of the load control request created this reference data and the sender of the
response information copies this reference data to the corresponding hierarchy level in the response
message. The purpose of reference data is to enable the sender of the load control request to target the
responses in cases where multiple load control requests are sent to same load control targets.

DocumentInfo- element
This element identifies the structure of the message. It is used in every message. The parameters of the
element are explained on the below.
Element

Type

Mandatory
(Y/N)
Request

Response

Repetition

Description

Version

String

Y

Y

1

Version number of the message structure.

SourceSystem

String

N

N

1

System which created the message.

DefaultTimeOffset

String

Y

Y

1

Default value for the time zone of the time stamps in
the message (form: UTC +/- hh:mm)

Example:
<DocumentInfo>
<Version>0.0.1</Version>
<SourceSystem>EDM</SourceSystem>
<DefaultTimeOffset>UTC+00:00</DefaultTimeOffset>
</DocumentInfo>
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Header- element
Header- element contains the header information of the message. It is used in every message type. The
parameters of the element are explained on the below.
Element

Type

Mandatory
(Y/N)
Request

Response

Repetition

Description

DateCreated

Date

Y

Y

1

Time when the message was created.

MessageType

String

Y

Y

1

MessageType indicates the function of the
message. REQUEST can be used for demand
response request and RESPONSE for the response
message. Additional codes can be defined e.g. for
information management related to the
management of demand response customer
portfolio.

MessageFunction

String

Y

Y

1

MessageFunction indicates the functionality which
will be executed based on the message (load
control, small-scale production control).
LoadControl can be used with load control
messages.

MessageSub
Function

String

N

N

1

Additional element to specify the functionality of
the message which can be used if requested.

Sender

String

Y

Y

1

Sender of the message (electricity supplier). The
official identifier for the electricity market actor is
used to identify the sender.

Receiver

String

Y

Y

1

Receiver of the message (DSO or HEMS aggr.). The
official identifier for the electricity market actor is
used to identify the receiver.

MessageID

String

Y

Y

1

Individual identifier for the message.

CorrelationID

String

Y

Y

1

CorrelationID enables the sender of the message to
compile the messages which are connected to the
same request event. The receiver of the request
message must use the same CorrelationID in the
response message.
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ReplyCode

String

-

Y

1

Response information which indicates the success
rate of the message handling. This is only used in
the response messages.
Examples of the codes:
OK: Everything is OK.
WARNING: The receiver was able to receive the
message, but there were some inconveniences
with some of the load control targets.
FAIL: The receiver was not able to process the
message or the message did not include any load
control commands.

ReplyInfo

String

-

N

1

Additional informative element which can be used
to provide some feedback related to the load
controls. This element is only used with the
response messages.

Example:
<Header>
<DateCreated>2012-11-20T14:30:00+02:00</DateCreated>
<MessageType>REQUEST</MessageType>
<MessageFunction>LoadControl</MessageFunction>
<Sender>Supplier1</Sender>
<Receiver>DSO1</Receiver>
<MessageID>E20121120143012-625</MessageID>
<CorrelationID>E20121120143012-625</CorrelationID>
</Header>
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Schedule- element:
Schedule- element is used to define a single load control target i.e. load control group. It also defines the
load control operations for a certain time period, typically for a day. This element is used in a load control
request, load control response and to determine load control groups. The parameters of the element are
explained on the below.
Element

Type

Mandatory
(Y/N)
Request

Response

Repeti
tion

Description

ScheduleID

String

Y

Y

1

Identifier for the request, which unifies a single
request inside the message.

Network

String

Y

N

1

Identifier for the distribution network.

SupplierID

String

N

N

1

Identifier for the electricity supplier.

ReplyStatusCode

String

-

Y

1

Reply information which indicates about the success
rate of the control requests. This is only used in the
reply messages. ReplyStatusCode is intended to be
used for the control requests identified with
GroupID, but it can be also used with the
consumption place specific control requests.

ReplyInfo

String

-

N

1

Optional element for the additional information
related to the response. This is only used in the
response messages.

TimeStart

Date

Y

N

1

Starting time of the pre-defined load control time
period. This can be for example a day (24 hours).
This defines the overall time period which can
contain multiple load control requests.

TimeEnd

Date

Y

N

1

End of the pre-defined load control time period.

.ServiceDelivery
Group

String

N

N

1

This element defines the target (load control group)
for the load control request. Target can include one
or multiple consumption places. Alternatively, the
desired consumption places can be listed by using
the ServiceDeliveryPoint- element.
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.GroupID

String

Y

N

1

Identifier for the target (load control group). This
element is mandatory if the ServiceDeliveryGroupelement is used. It must be noticed that the
identifier for the load control group is always
different than the identifier for the consumption
place, even if the load control group includes only
one consumption place.

.ServiceDelivery
Points

String

N

N

1

Defines the consumption places which are targeted
by the load control request. Alternatively
ServiceDeliverGroup- element can be used to
identify a load control group, when the load control
request is allocated to the consumption places inside
this group.

..ServiceDelivery
Point

String

Y

N

1.. n

Defines a single consumption place which is included
to the load control request. This element is
mandatory if the ServieDeliveryPoints element is
used.

..PointID

String

Y

N

1

Consumption place ID. This element is mandatory if
the ServiceDeliveryPoint element is used.

..ReplyStatusCode

String

-

N

1

Response information which indicates if the
requested controls for the consumption places were
successful. This element is only used in the response
messages.

..ReplyInfo

String

-

N

1

Optional additional information related to the
response information. This element is only used in
the response messages.

.Commands

String

Y

N

1

Load control commands.

.Identifier

String

Y

N

1

Individual identifier of the load control commands
inside the message.

.CommandType

String

Y

N

1

Steering type. For example DYNAMIC.

.TimeStart

Date

Y

N

1

Starting time for the load control command.

.TimeEnd

Date

Y

N

1

Ending time for the load control command.

..Command

String

Y

N

1.. n

..TargetType

String

Y

N

1
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..ControlState

String

Y

N

1

Target state (ON/OFF).

..ControlValue

String

N

N

1

This element is a reservation for sending a control
value of the control request.

..ControlUnit

String

N

N

1

This element is a reservation for the sending of
quantity of the control value (MWh, kWh, %,…)

..ReplyStatusCode

String

-

N

1

Response information which indicates if the load
control command was succesfull. This element is
only used in the response messages.

..ReplyInfo

String

-

N

1

Optional additional information related to the
response information. This element is only used in
the response messages.

ReplyStatusCode
0
1-9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Description
Ok
Reserved
General, unspecified error
Consumption place not found
Requested operation not available for the target
Target does not include the requested load
False time period
Inadequate time period

Example:
<Schedule>
<ScheduleID>1</ScheduleID>
<Network>DSO1</Network>
<SupplierID>Supplier1</SupplierID>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<ServiceDeliveryGroup>
<GroupID>G234</GroupID>
</ServiceDeliveryGroup>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123a</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
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<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123b</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123c</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
</Schedule>
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MasterData- element:
MasterData- element is used to register new load control targets or relevant changes in the information
related to the load control target. The parameters of this element are explained on the below.

Element

Type

Mandatory
(Y/N)
Request

Response

Repeti
tion

Description

Network

String

Y

Y

1

Identifier for the distribution network.

SupplierID

String

Y

Y

1

Identifier for the electricity supplier.

GroupID

String

N

N

1

Identifier for the target (load control group).

.ServiceDelivery
Points

String

N

N

1

Defines the controllable targets whose basic
information is included to the message.

..ServiceDelivery
Point

String

N

N

1.. n

..PointID

String

N

N

1

Consumption place ID.

..Status

String

-

N

1

Availability of the target.

..TargetType

String

-

N

1

Type of the controllable target (Boiler,
FloorHeating,…)

..Unit

String

-

N

1

Power unit for the controllable target. Default =
kWh.

..Priority

String

-

N

1

Reservation for the priority information of the
control target. This can be used to indicate that
there are some specific limitations of how the target
can be controlled.

..LoadCount

String

-

N

1

Number of the separate controllable loads in the
target.

..NominalPower

String

-

N

1

Total nominal power of the loads included in the
load control target.

..NetworkTariff

String

-

N

1

Distribution tariff of the load control target.
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Example:
<MasterData>
<Network>DSO1</Network>
<SupplierID>Supplier1</SupplierID>
<GroupID />
<ServiceDeliveryPoints>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12344</PointID>
<Status>1</Status>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<Unit>kWh</Unit>
<Priority >1<Priority />
<LoadCount>1</LoadCount>
<NominalPower>10</NominalPower>
<NetworkTariff>PowerTariff10</NetworkTariff>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
</ServiceDeliveryPoints>
</MasterData>

Reports – element:
Reports- element is used to provide information about the success rate of the load control requests and
about the effects which were achieved with the load controls.
Element

Type

Mandatory
(Y/N)
Request

Response

Repeti
tion

Description

Network

String

Y

N

1

Identifier for the distribution network.

SupplierID

String

Y

N

1

Identifier for the electricity supplier.

TimeStart

Date

Y

N

1

Starting time of the reporting period.

TimeEnd

Date

Y

N

1

Ending time of the reporting period.

.LoadControl Report

String

N

1.. n

Defines a single target for the report.

.GroupID

String

Y

N

1

Identifier for the target (load control group).

.TargetType

String

V

N

1

Type of the controllable target (Boiler,
FloorHeating,…)
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..Unit

String

-

N

1

Unit for the energy of the report. Default = kWh.

.TotalSuccessRate

String

N

N

1

Relative share of the loads from the overall number
of loads for which the load control operations were
successfully carried out.

.NominalSuccess
Rate

String

N

N

1

The total nominal power for the loads from the
overall controllable loads for which the load control
operations were successfully carried out.

.Consumed
Electricity

String

N

N

1

The overall consumed electric energy in the load
control target during the reporting period.

Example:
<Reports>
<Network>DSO1</Network>
<SupplierID>Supplier1</SupplierID>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<LoadControlReport>
<GroupID>12344</GroupID>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<TotalSuccessRate>100</TotalSuccessRate>
<NominalSuccessRate>10</NominalSuccessRate>
<ConsumedElectricity>60</ConsumedElectricity>
</LoadControlReport>
</Reports>
The development work of the message structure will continue together with the partners inside the SGEM
consortium. There are already some development ideas, which need to be considered such as adding the
possibility to deliver weather forecast information with the message structure and to divide the loads into
smaller units. Working with the consortium is valuable because we have a chance to include the opinions of
all relevant market actors including the DSOs, electricity suppliers, HEMS providers and smart metering
technology providers.
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5.

Validation environments

In order to be able to validate the developed information structures in real system environment, Empower
IM Oy implemented a new information exchange environment for this purpose. This information exchange
environment enables receiving messages in multiple data formats and converting the message to a suitable
format to be delivered to the receiving systems. The information exchange environment supports multiple
data transfer techniques e.g. e-mail and ftp. Therefore, it is possible to receive also load control requests and
deliver them to the load control systems in a suitable message format e.g. using the message format which
was introduced in this document.
Additionally, Empower IM Oy built an energy data management system based application which allows
adding information about the load control possibilities e.g. controllable loads of a metering point into the
information structure of the metering point. Furthermore, it is possible to group the metering points into a
suitable metering point groups and determine load control requests for these groups. The application is
currently most suitable for creating state information based load control calendars, but the plans are to
develop it to support also more complex load control requests. This functionality is connected to the new
information exchange environment which allows connecting the management of load control groups to the
actual load control message communication with e.g. DSOs’ load control infrastructures.
On the below, the Figure 2 illustrates a graphical view of the information exchange environment which is
used to manage the different message receiving, conversion and sending processes. This is used e.g. to
determine the required message conversions between the received load control request before delivering
them to the e.g. DSO’s load control infrastructure.

Figure 2. Smart Grid information exchange environment
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Figure 3 introduces the UI which allows determining load control requests for desired load control targets.
The request can be created for single metering points of metering point groups. Also, functionalities were
built to store the information about the sent load control requests and received responses. The received
response information are stored into the information structure of the original load control request in order
to easily review the information related to the whole information exchange process.

Figure 3. UI for load control requests
This information exchange environment is already connected to the AMR based load control infrastructures
of the DSOs inside the SGEM consortium, such as the dynamic load control infrastructure which was
developed as a part of the SGEM Task 4.6.1. First tests have already been implemented and work will
continue to establish operation models which enable the electricity market actors like electricity suppliers to
utilize the load control possibilities of the DSOs AMR infrastructures. This enables also the further
development of the processes which were described earlier in this document. Also, the information structure
for load control messaging can be further developed and the most essential information elements and their
parameters can be mapped out, based on the experiences from real system pilot work.
In addition to the AMR based load control infrastructures, HEMS based load control capabilities were
developed during the SGEM funding period. The interfaces between the Empower IM Oy’s information
exchange environment and There Corporation’s HEMS system were studied and were planned to be piloted
together with the electricity supplier which is using the energy market services of Empower IM Oy. Planning
of the piloting with real end customers was carried through with multiple workshops, but finally the supplier
decided to postpone the piloting in order to be able include the study of active customer interface to the
pilot work. The re-scheduling of the piloting is currently pending. The piloting was planned to be based on
the process structures which were also introduced in this report. Another piloting with similar objectives has
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also already been established and the pilot customer has been equipped with required HEMS devices. The
goal is also to study how the power distribution tariff based load control and a supplier based load control
could be operated efficiently simultaneously.
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6.

Sum up

This report provided some examples of how demand response could be utilized by the electricity suppliers in
operation on the different electricity market levels. This document also pointed out the phases of the
demand response process where information exchange is needed between the market actors and introduced
a general information structure which could be used in the information exchange. Now, as the basic
structures related to demand response utilization has been established and the validation environments
have been identified, it enables to continue with the demonstrator work efficiently in the fourth SGEM
funding period. Concrete demonstrator work will enable to recognize development needs which cannot be
otherwise observed and provides encouraging examples of potential of demand response utilization. The
overall goal for Empower IM Oy is to enable the demand response utilization for the companies which could
gain benefits by being able to control the customer loads, by developing demand response service chains,
which provide required information management and information exchange that is required in being capable
of handling the demand response capacity in a controlled way in a smart grid environment.
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Appendix 1. Process chart for the example case of DR utilization in day-ahead trading
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Appendix 2. Process chart for the example case of DR utilization in intraday operation
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Appendix 3. Process chart for the example case of DR utilization with HEMS as a load control equipment
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Appendix 4. Load control request message for load control group
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<EnerimControlMessage>
<DocumentInfo>
<Version>0.0.1</Version>
<SourceSystem>EnerimEDM</SourceSystem>
<DefaultTimeOffset>UTC+00:00</DefaultTimeOffset>
</DocumentInfo>
<Header>
<DateCreated>2012-11-22T14:30:00+02:00</DateCreated>
<MessageType>REQUEST</MessageType>
<MessageFunction>LoadControl</MessageFunction>
<Sender>EMP</Sender>
<Receiver>OE0000</Receiver>
<MessageID>E20121122143012-625</MessageID>
<CorrelationID>E20121122143012-625</CorrelationID>
</Header>
<Schedule>
<ScheduleID>1</ScheduleID>
<Network>OE0000</Network>
<SupplierID>OSM</SupplierID>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<ServiceDeliveryGroup>
<GroupID>G234</GroupID>
</ServiceDeliveryGroup>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123a</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123b</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123c</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
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<TimeStart>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
</Schedule>
<Schedule>
<ScheduleID>2</ScheduleID>
<Network>OE0000</Network>
<SupplierID>OSM</SupplierID>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<ServiceDeliveryGroup>
<GroupID>G235</GroupID>
</ServiceDeliveryGroup>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C124a</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Water heating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C124b</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Water heating</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C124c</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Water heating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
</Schedule>
</EnerimControlMessage>
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Appendix 5. Load control request message for metering points
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<EnerimControlMessage>
<DocumentInfo>
<Version>0.0.1</Version>
<SourceSystem>EnerimEDM</SourceSystem>
<DefaultTimeOffset>UTC+00:00</DefaultTimeOffset>
</DocumentInfo>
<Header>
<DateCreated>2012-11-22T14:30:00+02:00</DateCreated>
<MessageType>REQUEST</MessageType>
<MessageFunction>LoadControl</MessageFunction>
<Sender>EMP</Sender>
<Receiver>OE0000</Receiver>
<MessageID>E20121122143012-625</MessageID>
<CorrelationID>E20121122143012-625</CorrelationID>
</Header>
<Schedule>
<ScheduleID>1</ScheduleID>
<Network>OE0000</Network>
<SupplierID>OSM</SupplierID>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<ServiceDeliveryPoints>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12344</PointID>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12345</PointID>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12346</PointID>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
</ServiceDeliveryPoints>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123a</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
<ControlValue />
<ControlUnit />
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
<ControlValue />
<ControlUnit />
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
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<Identifier>C123b</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
<ControlValue />
<ControlUnit />
<ReplyStatusCode />
<ReplyInfo />
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
<ControlValue />
<ControlUnit />
<ReplyStatusCode />
<ReplyInfo />
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123c</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
<ControlValue />
<ControlUnit />
<ReplyStatusCode />
<ReplyInfo />
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
<ControlValue />
<ControlUnit />
<ReplyStatusCode />
<ReplyInfo />
</Command>
</Commands>
</Schedule>
<Schedule>
<ScheduleID>2</ScheduleID>
<Network>OE0000</Network>
<SupplierID>OSM</SupplierID>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<ServiceDeliveryPoints>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12347</PointID>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12348</PointID>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
</ServiceDeliveryPoints>
<Commands>
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<Identifier>C124a</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Water heating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C124b</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Water heating</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C124c</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Water heating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
</Command>
</Commands>
</Schedule>
</EnerimControlMessage>
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Appendix 6. Load control response message including reply information
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<EnerimControlMessage>
<DocumentInfo>
<Version>0.0.1</Version>
<SourceSystem>H_AGG</SourceSystem>
<DefaultTimeOffset>UTC+00:00</DefaultTimeOffset>
</DocumentInfo>
<Header>
<DateCreated>2012-11-22T14:40:00+02:00</DateCreated>
<MessageType>RESPONSE</MessageType>
<MessageFunction>LoadControl</MessageFunction>
<Sender>OE0000</Sender>
<Receiver>EMP</Receiver>
<MessageID>5237711</MessageID>
<CorrelationID>E20121122143012-625</CorrelationID>
<ReplyCode>WARNING</ReplyCode>
<ReplyInfo>Error processing some targets</ReplyInfo>
</Header>
<Schedule>
<ScheduleID>1</ScheduleID>
<Network>OE0000</Network>
<SupplierID>OSM</SupplierID>
<ReplyStatusCode>10</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>General unspecified error</ReplyInfo>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<ServiceDeliveryPoints>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12344</PointID>
<ReplyStatusCode>11</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>Metering point not found</ReplyInfo>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12345</PointID>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12346</PointID>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
</ServiceDeliveryPoints>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123a</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
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<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123b</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C123c</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Boiler</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
<Command>
<TargetType>FloorHeating</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
</Commands>
</Schedule>
<Schedule>
<ScheduleID>2</ScheduleID>
<Network>OE0000</Network>
<SupplierID>OSM</SupplierID>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<ServiceDeliveryPoints>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12347</PointID>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<ServiceDeliveryPoint>
<PointID>12348</PointID>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
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<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</ServiceDeliveryPoint>
</ServiceDeliveryPoints>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C124a</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T00:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Water heating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C124b</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T06:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Water heating</TargetType>
<ControlState>OFF</ControlState>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
</Commands>
<Commands>
<Identifier>C124c</Identifier>
<CommandType>DYNAMIC</CommandType>
<TimeStart>2012-11-23T21:00:00+02:00</TimeStart>
<TimeEnd>2012-11-24T00:00:00+02:00</TimeEnd>
<Command>
<TargetType>Water heating</TargetType>
<ControlState>ON</ControlState>
<ReplyStatusCode>0</ReplyStatusCode>
<ReplyInfo>OK</ReplyInfo>
</Command>
</Commands>
</Schedule>
</EnerimControlMessage>
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